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HIS year is the fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of Earlham College and in consequence, they are making it a jubilee year. The
second October number of the Earlhamite gives a
very interesting article relating to the slow development of the Friends' Boarding School, which
was the forerunner of the present college. It is
another instance of the struggle that education
has always been obliged to make and the difficulties which it has had to encounter. It is on this
account that an education is all the more valuable
to a young man or young woman. It has long
since been conceded that it is to the education
given to the young people that the prosperity of
our country is due. Consequently the prosperity
of the nation may be measured by the number
that receive instruction in the schools and colleges
and fortunate it is that our country is so well
supplied.

T

No. 2.

ALLOWE'EN has again come and gone,leaving the usual traces of the mischievous boy
on fences, porches and street crossings. But the
customary blowing of tin horns, together with the
throwing of cereals, was conspicuous only by its
absence. The peaceable citizens of the city were
thus enabled to go upon the street without having
their wearing apparel ruined. Hallowe'en,to the
Rose man, means the laying aside of study and
school work. The void thus formed must be filled
with something,and that something, is invariably
a desire to perform some act of bravery that will
prove creditable to himself and the institute. The
Freshman class certainly entertained that feeling,
and showed signs of their training in drawing by
the way they made use of brush and paint on
fences, buildings, sidewalks, etc. However, it is
to be _regretted that they should have gone so far
as to exercise their skill on church property. The
opinions of church goers next morning was surely
not very high concerning the Polytechnic students, and let us hope that the Freshmen will
conduct themselves in the future in a way that
everyone may recognize in them the gentlemen
they really are.

H

N the November number of the Ladies' Home
Journal, the Hon. Benj. Harrison gives an interesting article on the relation of our country to
the Indians. In speaking of the education offered them he says: "The schools of Hampton
and Carlisle have done a great work for Indian
children, but if the education there received and
the decent habits of life there acquired are to be
saved and made effective, the pupils must not be
returned to the tepee and to a nomadic life, but
to households and to farms,or village trades. How
little the old Indian appreciates education is disclosed by an incident that fell under my observation in 1885. With a committee of the Senate I
visited the Crow Indians in Montana,and during
our talk the Indians were urged to send their
children to the Government schools. An old
I
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chief arose and said that he had been sending his
children to the agency school, but the Great Father had never given him anything for doing it,
and he would not send them any longer."
*
*
THLETIC men throughout the college world
are at present discussing the prevalent tendency toward professionalism in many of the
largest colleges in the country. The fact that this
tendency certainly does exist is to be deplored,
and the action which a great number of athletic
boards and faculty athletic committees are taking
to suppress it can not be too highly commended.
There is no danger that professionalism will ever
secure a firm foothold in college athletics, still it
is undoubtedly becoming an important factor in
the make-up of strong football teams especially,
and radical measures must be taken to replace
matters on a strictly amateur basis. The general
spirit is, of course,firmly opposed to all professionalism, but in desperate straits athletic managers
will resort to doubtful means to secure men for
places where they are most needed. The retention of graduates who have,by years of play demonstrated their ability to hold their positions as
no new men could,the transfer of players from one
prominent team to another,secured perhaps not by
offers in cold cash, but by seductive promises of
free living and tuition, the entrance into college
of men whose sole aim it is to play football, and
like matters, are those which require firm legislation to prevent or restrict. The sooner this is
done the better it will be for the game and for amateur sport. Whether it is advisable to put the management of athletic affairs more fully into the
hands of the faculty is another question which is
being agitated in the college world. The argument that student management is usually the sole
cause of deficit in the treasury at the end of a
season is a far-fetched one. Managers are, in general, gradually initiated into the business matters
of their positions, and surely students may be
expected to have a clearer understanding of the
situation than any faculty manager whose time is
largely occupied with the duties of his profession.
Athletic affairs should be entirely in the hands of

A

students if it be desired that they take the proper
amount of interest in them. Otherwise all the
pleasures and none of the responsibilities will be
theirs, and this would mean distinct loss in many
directions. Of course it is understood that the
faculty must exercise a general supervision over
athletic matters to prevent the students from overstepping proper bounds, and as a conservative
body, to regulate the policies of the students, who
are generally actuated by patriotic impulses alone.

OCTOR MEES spent the last week in October
very pleasantly on a trip through the East.
He visited many institutions of learn Lig in New
York and Brooklyn, and reports very favorably
of the work being carried on there. He says,
"The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences is
the most successful institution of its kind conducted in the country and may well serve as a
model for any organization which seeks to disseminate knowledge and advance culture. A very
large number of people engaged in business and
the various avocations of life are interested in the
arts and sciences, yet have little time or opportunity to carry on an extensive course of reading or
study for the purpose of familiarizing themselves
with their present state or keeping abreast with
advancements. The literature, if anything, is too
abundant for the ordinary individual to study,
either thoroughly or critically. An attempt has
been made to supply this keenly felt want by
University extension lectures; undoubtedly great
good has been accomplished by these. The lectures have, however, been too irregular and the
subjects too specialistic in any one course to reach
a great number or accomplish the greatest good.
Lecture associations have sought to supply the
deficiency; these again, have been found valuable,
but insufficient. A permanent organization,such
as that of the institute mentioned, seems to be
the most promising, if it be conducted upon the
lines of the Brooklyn Institute, and be as ably
managed as it is under the administration of Mr.
F. B. Hooper. The good accomplished is almost
incalculable. The permanent endowment of the
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institute is just about sufficient to pay for the
rental of the various lecture halls and office rooms
needed. The lectures offered are practically selfpaying. What this means may be appreciated
from a perusal of the prospectus for 1896-97. The
season is one of 34 weeks, from September 30th to
June 5th. During this time 500 lectures, addresses, exhibitions and department meetings are
arranged, usually so that a lecture is held every
afternoon and evening during the season,covering
every department in the arts and sciences. The
privilege to attend any or all of these lectures is
obtained by becoming a member of the institute,
the cost of which is $5.00 initiation fee and $5.00
annual dues. Each membership ticket admits
one to the afternoon and two to the evening lectures; thus,if all lectures be attended, amounting
to less than one cent per lecture. A perusal of
the list of lectures and permanent departments of
study is most interesting. It covers a wide range
of topics, and in it appear the names of the most
prominent men in the country engaged in study
and research In each. I was permitted, recently,
to look into the workings of the institute carefully
and was greatly impressed. The general interest
in the lectures was remarkable,even the afternoon
lectures bringing to the hall as many as six to
seven hundred hearers. The good accomplished
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in the way of general education is almost incalculable.
During my stay in Brooklyn I to.* occasion to
visit several of the other educational institutions,
also one of the most interesting, being the Pratt
Institute. The institute is so well known that a
discussion of its aims and objects is not required.
The rapid extension of its work is, however, interesting and gratifying. An institution such as
it, will, of course, find the greatest usefulness in a
larger city, where many young and older people
may attend the classes for a portion of the day or
evening, when engaged during the remainder of
the day. It has grown and developed according
to the demands made upon it and it seems that
in every case they have been met perfectly. The
course in domestic arts and sciences, for instance,
has been extended until it embraces nearly all
the practical branches of instruction as well as a
liberal course of study. In this department the
work done in the Pratt Institute I believe is superior to that of any school in the country. It was
very interesting to see how, upon this common
ground of good, practical argument, so many socalled students from the different classes of society
met. Side by side,I found the children of rich and
poor taking advantage of the most excellent opportunity."
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To the question why artificial methods of drying wood are necessary to the manufacturer of
lumber, the answer would naturally be, because
nature is too slow and too imperfect an operator
for modern practices. Her ways are unreliable
and full of humors. The open air lumber piles
are subject to various changes, comparatively dry
winds one day, vapor laden breezes the next, rains,
fogs, and sunshine, all creating different conditions, and, combined, the result is very unsatisfactory; consequently, the old-time natural process of drying is almost obsolete. The principal
object of seasoning being to remove those elements
which cause change of shape in wood, it follows
that a knowledge of these are in the first place
essential for the application of a successful remedy.
Moisture is at the bottom of almost all the troubles
that afflict the manufacturer of wood-ware,and in
seasoning lumber one's attention is concentrated
on the eliminating of this constituent. The quantity of moisture a standing tree holds varies with
the species, with the position of growth and the
general conditions under which the tree is grown.
Water may occur in three conditions: 1, it forms
the greater part (about 90 per cent.) of the protoplasmic contents of the living cells (sapwood);
2, it saturates the walls of the cells, and, 3, it entirely or in part fills the cavities of the lifeless
cells (heart-wood), fibres and vessels. It is estimated that "of 100 pounds of water associated
with 100 pounds of dry wood substance in 200
pounds of fresh sapwood of white pine, about 35
pounds are needed to saturate the cell walls, less
than 5 pounds are contained in the living cells
and the remaining 60 pounds partly fill the cavities of the wood fibres." This latter forms the
sap as ordinarily understood. It is water brought

from the soil containing small quantities of mineral salts, and in certain species—maple, birch,
etc.,—at certain times containing sugar and other
organic matter. The wood next the bark contains
the most water, and at the sapwood limit the
change of quantity is quite abrupt. In long leafed
pine—yellow pine—the wood of the outer inch
may contain 50 per cent, of water, the second inch
35 per cent., and that of the heart-wood only 20
per cent. The amount of water lost by green
wood in thorough drying is approximately in sapwood from 40 to 65 per cent. of its whole weight,
while with heartwood the loss is from 16 to 40
per cent, the hard woods losing least. The effect
on the lumber of reducing this moisture is to reduce its volume also, and this shrinkage is due
to the fact that the cell walls grow thinner in drying. Heavy woods shrink most because their cell
walls are thicker than the soft woods, while the
water in the cell cavities does not influence the
volume. The amount of water in wood, therefore,
is no criterion of its shrinkage, since the cavities
hold most of the water. It is impossible to statt
with any degree of accuracy the capacity foi
shrinkage woods have. At the same time, it is
known beyond shadow of doubt that under favorable conditions the shrinkage of oaks and hickorys may be from 10 to 12 per cent. of their width,
while soft pine reaches about half this amount,—
other woods coming in between. These figures are
well within the limit, yet they indicate how necessary it must be for the woods used in the manufacture of musical instruments, furniture, doors,
floors, barrels,—in fact, all woods for mechanical
purposes, to be thoroughly well dried before making up.
It is this capacity for shrinkage that makes the
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drying of lumber such an important branch of a
wood-working establishment, no department of
the business demanding closer attention, for the
loss from careless or thoughtless seasoning may
readily end in bankruptcy. The difficulties of
seasoning are met in the complex structure of the
material itself, since the cells have walls of varying thickness, such as found in spring and summer wood which usually differ in that respect;
strains and tendencies to warp are always active
when seasoning is going on, because the summer
wood shrinks more than the spring wood, heavier
wood in general more than light wood of the same
kind. Again, the pith or medullary rays (so evident in a cross section of oak) have their cells
running radially or at right angles to the wood
fibres. As all cells shrink transversely to the direction of their length, it is evident that while the
drying process is going on,the timber is subjected
to two severe strain g at right angles to each other,
and herein lies one of the greatest difficulties of
wood seasoning, for unless the wood dries slowly
and evenly these fibres have no chance to accommodate themselves to each other, and hence fibres
and pith rays dissolve partnership, resulting in
checks. Another difficulty is found in the ease
with which wood loses its moisture from the end,
passing very much faster than from its longitudinal faces, hence the ends shrink at a much
quicker rate than the interior. In a long timber
where the end or cross section forms but a small
portion of the drying surface this difference is not
very evident. A very moist piece of pine or oak
will during one hour lose more than four times as
much water per square inch from the cross section, but only half as much from the tangential
as from the radial section. Hard woods,owing to
their great shrinkage, are usually dried by the
"natural process" before putting into kiln. One
effect of this air seasoning is to dry the outside,
closing the cells and forming a well seasoned casing around a comparatively green interior. If
this lumber be put into dry air at high temperature the result would be that, as the interior
shrunk,it would tear itself away from the already
contracted exterior, leaving checks, which, al-
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though they do not reach the surface, have greatly
impaired the strength and usefulness of the material. Had the green lumber been put into the
kiln, the checks would have come to the surface
and been larger but fewer in number. High temperatures are very effective in evaporating the
water from wood, no matter how humid the air.
A piece of sapwood may lose weight in boiling
water and can be dried to quite an extent in hot
steam. By prolonged immersion wood will lose
some weight, certain soluble substances being
worked out. Immersion, boiling and steaming
also reduces the capacity of the wood to absorb
moisture, consequently rendering it less liable to
change its shape. If, then, the above air seasoned
wood could have had its outer surface softened
up, enabling the exterior to adjust itself to the
inner shrinkage, the destructive result would have
been to some extent avoided. Steaming the lumber has this softening effect and is made considerable use of in certain makes of dry kilns to prevent checking and "case-hardening." However
well wood is air seasoned it still contains from 6
to 12 per cent. moisture, and this moisture is too
unevenly distributed to assure good behavior after
manufacture. Soft woods, such as pine, cypress,
cedar, poplar, and cottonwood,are mostly put into
kiln almost from the saw, and even hard woods
can be seasoned in the same way without much
danger if due attention is paid to keeping the
temperature of kiln low enough when the lumber
is first entered. Opinions have been very much
divided as to the effects of the dry kiln upon the
strength of woods, but to-day it is pretty generally admitted that the strength of all woods is increased by drying and decreased by moisture.
Moisture softens woods, thereby increasing its
flexibility and diminishing its resistance; it also
swells it, forcing the fibres apart,leaving fewer to
the square,inch, consequently reducing strength.
It is not high temperatures, but too rapid drying,
that proves so injurious to lumber; in fact, 300°
F. can be used on soft woods with apparently
nothing but beneficial results, as far as strength
is concerned. The Manhattan elevated road has
vulcanizing plants where every tie and piece of
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lumber used on their line is treated. The theory
is that the process produces a change in the natural composition of the wood itself. Wood in its
natural condition is strongly antiseptic, containing creosote, tannin, albumen, etc. By the action
of heat these natural constituents are changed,
the albumen is coagulated and chemical changes
are produced in the sap of the wood. The process
claims to preserve the large antiseptic qualities
inherent in the wood. The wood is gradually
heated to between 200° and 300° F., a pressure
being maintained of 150 lbs. to the inch, the object of the pressure being to prevent the liquids

bass wood to 39 per cent. in cypress. In those
large lumber producing districts in the South,the
simplest and most dangerous form of artificial
drying is used. The timber is stacked a few feet
above the ground, open fires being built below,
the heat ascending passes through the carefully
arranged pile. In all forms of piling—whether
in yard or kiln—the greatest care must be exercised to allow of the freest circulation. The commonest form of dry kiln is that where steam pipes
are run below the open floor, the lumber being
above, and the air circulating by means of fan
and ventilators. Next in order is that known as

TEAM FriG-

Hti. 1.

of the wood from escaping while the baking is the "blower" kiln, where hot air (180° F.) i,going on. Dry compressed superheated air is cir- forced into the drying room by powerful fans, the
culated through it, and after the air becomes satu- saturated air being expelled through flues at top
rated with moisture it is taken out, re-heated and of kiln. The Buffalo Fan System is after this
passed through again. In that way the moisture order,although they have a system of return ducts
is extracted, and it is said the chemical composi- whereby a portion of the air can be returned to
tion is entirely different. The treatment takes the fan when complete saturation does not occur,
from 8 to 12 hours, depending upon The condi- or when a certain degree of humidity is thought
tion of the timber. In common with ordinary desirable. They claim for their system immunity
dry kiln lumber, the wood treated in this way is from fire, as there are no pipes in the kiln,—thv
much stronger than the unseasoned. Tests made steam pipes over which the air passes before going
in Columbia College showed a uniform increase direct to the kiln being covered in a fireproof
fieparate from
of strength varying from about 11 per cent, in jacket and placed in an apartment
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the drying room. There is no contact of heating of its moisture, which is run off through waste
surface with woodwork, consequently insurance pipe, and the air—now dried—is forced through
rates are reduced to a minimum. The hot air heater, thence back to kiln, and so on until the
enters the kiln from the delivery end, so all lum- condenser ceases to drip, when the lumber is thorber is gradually brought into contact with the oughly dry. The relative humidity is changed
greatest heat. "Absolute control of temperature continuously and gradually, it is claimed, with
and humidity of air, a strong and uniform circu- most gratifying results. The inventor aimed at
lation of air at all times, no attendant evil results simplicity, following as closely as possible in the
of freezing of water in steam pipes during cold steps of nature: ("1.) Putting the lumber in good
weather and a minimum expense of operation, order for seasoning by sweating it through and
opening up the cells which are glutinous and
the time of drying being the shortest known."
Figure 1 illustrates the "Common Sense starting the sap at centre. (2.) Maintaining an
Drying Apparatus," made by the St. Albans even summer's sun temperature, say 125°, with
Manfg. Co., St. Albans, Vt., which lumbermen none of the detrimental effects of sudden atmosspeak very highly of. The special claim made pheric changes. (3.) Wind, or circulation of the
by these people is that the principles involved in air, by means of a fan. (4.) Condensation or extheir kiln are the "very embodiment of natural traction, and removal of the moisture." The
laws under perfect control." The cut shows the previous remarks on the advantage of a kiln free
essential features of this kiln. The main build- from pipes, applies equally in this case. This
ing with steaming room on the end the timber kiln is claimed by the makers to be the finest hard
enters is seen in section, showing the lumber cars wood dryer in the world, with minimum cost and
within. On the discharge end is seen the fan time.
driven directly from small engine between condenser and heater. The kiln is warmly and tightly .
constructed with inlet and outlet openings at opposite ends or sides, one from condenser, one from
heater. The steam heater is compactly built of
steam pipes and enclosed in a steel plate jacket.
The condenser is constructed of pipes through
which cold water circulates, and is encased in a
tight jacket similar to that of the heater. The
Sturtevant type of fan is used. Added to this is
a steam jet pipe which enters the steaming room,
used for sweating the timber. Sweating is considered an essential in this apparatus and is done at
the start by opening a valve from without, ejecting a spray of steam on the lumber. This is done,
as previously stated, to dissolve the sap and also
to allow the moisture from the interior to escape
freely. The steam is used until the wood is thoroughly saturated, when it is cut off and the fan
started, using a steady temperature of 125° to 1400.
The air freighted with moisture is drawn out of
THE STANDARD IMPROVED COMPRESSION DRY KILN.
the drying room by means of the fan and through
This
view shows interior of kiln from discharg
the condenser. The arrows indicate the direction
ing
end
and shows arrangement of heating appaof current. On entering condenser it is relieved
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ratus. This kiln has been held in favor by manufacturers for quite a number of years, and is made
by the Standard Dry Kiln Co., Indianapolis. The
exterior differs very slightly from other makes,
but the interior arrangements differ very materially. The novel feature of its construction is the
horizontal "moist air" flues placed inside the
room on each side wall as seen in cut, their purpose being to carry off the moisture laden air
after it has freely performed its office. The moist
air passes into these flues through openings in the
top as indicated by arrows in cut and is then
drawn off into the outer atmosphere through vertical escape flues. The only openings to the outside for the exit of moist air are at the top of these
flues and are hooded in such a manner that there
can be no down draught of cold air. The heating
agent also is a feature of this kiln. Heavy chstiron headers are used exclusively on the pipe connections with high grade pipe, heavy,long threads
and heavy couplings. To overcome the expansion and contraction in the steam pipes, making
them sufficiently flexible to changes of temperature, an expedient has been adopted which has
proved highly successful. By reference to the cut
it will be seen that the longitudinal pipes at the
discharging end of kiln, connects with vertical
nipples sufficiently long to carry them below the
track stringers where they are joined to the.horizontal pipes which terminate in the drain headers.
The use of the diagonal drain header makes each
expansion pipe of uniform length. This arrangement in connection with the double joint provided, makes each pipe so exceedingly flexib!e
that immunity from the annoyance of leaking
pipes is absolutely secured. The heating apparatus is supported on cast-iron shoes which serve to
keep the pipes in alignment and yet do not interfere with freedom of movement. The method of
operation is as follows: The material to be dried
is run into the kiln on cars and after the kiln is
once filled the process becomes continuous, for as
a car leaves the kiln another is put in at the other
end. As the material is moved through the kiln
the temperature and comparative dryness of the
air increases and the drying is completed in the

highest temperature which is found at the discharge end of the kiln. This is automatically
obtained by admitting cold air to the heating surface through a perforated duct as shown in cut.
Steam is admitted to the pipes and the cold air
becomes rarefied and passes upward through the
loaded cars. The top course of each car is piled
solid which deflects the air currents sidewise
through each course and tier of lumber. The admission of cold air at the discharging end of kiln
creates a slight circulation. In passing through
the room the air absorbs its quota of moisture
from each , car and by the time the air which
started out at the discharging end high and dry
reaches the receiving end, it has become laden
with moisture and reduced in temperature to that
extent that when brought in contact with the
green material just put into the kiln it does not
injure it but puts it into condition for the real
drying process by softening the surface and starting the moisture from the interior. When necessary the dampers in moist air flues are closed,
so making the air in kiln humid to any degree
required. To overcome the difficulty of drying
the lower section of car equally with the upper
part,the "moist flues" have been so arranged that
there is a double circulation through this last drying portion of car. It is claimed that the elements
of drying are under perfect control, for it is within the province
of the operator
to regulate steam,
cold air and moisture dampers, to
get any combination of drying influences necessary to suit the
product to be
dried.
I I,.
Figure 3 shows method of stacking lumber,also
circulation of air in Standard kiln.
Figure 4 presents a 28 ft. Nichols Dryer
ready to fill, showing construction of building
with system of ventilation. Nichols and Howard
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of New York are the manufacturers. This kiln is
unique in construction and the patentees make a
strong argument for its superiority over other
systems. No sticking is required in these kilns
as they are made up of a series of platens and suspended one above the other in a strong framework
of iron. These platens are made of wrought iron
and steam pipes, the pipes being graduated in the
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regardless of boiler pressure and the dryers can be
subjected to a steam bath at any time. The building must be warmly built, with doors to allow
loading and unloading from both ends, also vents
and ventilator pipes with automatic caps as shown
in cut. The operation is very simple. The platens being opened, the material to be dried is
placed between them. A valve is opened which

FIG. 4.

different plates to give uniform heat when in po- releases the rams allowing the plattens to gradsition. The cross bars are perforated to allow the ually settle down onto the wood,pressing the masteam pipes to pass through, the boards resting on terial between them straight and flat, holding it
these cross bars. The platens are separated by there until ready to be taken out. When the
hydraulic power, lifting from the top frame one dryer is first started the vent and ventilators in
after another until the entire kiln is suspended the kiln room are doted and steam turned on
leaving the space all open. They are made to moderately. If necessary a steam bath may be
open any distance tp suit any thickness of lumber. given the stock before the platens are closed.
The temperature of each dryer can be controlled After this sweating process the temperature is
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gradually increased
and during the process of drying the
moisture in the wood
is carried by the heat
from the platens to
the top of the kiln
room in the form of
vapor. The cold air
from the vent pipes
coming in contact
with this hot moist
air at top of room partially condenses it,
and by gravity and the
draught caused by the
ventilators, it falls to
the floor and passes off
through them into the
open air. Necessarily, as long as there
is moisture in the
wood, there must be
moisture in the kiln
room. As it is generated from the wood
it rises to the ceiling
then back to the floor
before it can get out.
The claim is made by
the makers that instead of baking their
lumber as is usually
done, they boil it, by
keeping the outside
soft until the inside is
thoroughly dry. This
FIG. 5.
system of seasoning
is the only one which holds the drying lum- from 1300 to 250°, governed by the material to
ber under pressure perfectly straight through- be dried, it, therefore, is a rapid dryer which reout the whole length. Crooked and warped duces the necessity of carrying so large a stock.
boards are straightened on the same principle This is a comparatively new kiln, and like the
that wood steamed and dried on a mould will "Standard" requires no fans or power of any kind
retain its bent position. The timber receives except steam.
the full benefit of the steam,as the heat is applied
The veneer dryer shown is made by the same
direct. The temperature between the piping is firm and is an equally interesting and ingenious
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apparatus. It has 20 openings with platens 3x 6 usual practice is to open them more frequently at
ft. and weighs 18,000 pounds. Like the lumber the beginning of drying increasing the length of
dryer it is fireproof and resembles it closely in time they remain closed as the veneer becomes
form of construction. The platens differ consid- seasoned. This allows the moisture to escape and
erably, for in the lumber dryer the shelves which does not retard the shrinkage. A noticeable
the material lies on are made up of an open series feature in these adjustable platens is the absence
of pipes the heat having freedom to ascend around of swing joints. The view of platen (Fig. 6)
the upper platens. While in the veneer dryer the shows construction of interior.
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plates have a solid,smooth surface of steel on each
side and working quite parallel it is evident they
not only dry but must press the thin material
flat and straight. The veneer dryer is almost
self operating, as the platens are opened and
closed by automatic adjustment the intervals depending on the judgment of the operator. The

The kilns here taken are examples of the best
construction and practically cover the field of artificial drying of wood. To those firms mentioned above the writer is very much indebted
for their generous courtesy in loaning cuts and
furnishing information concerning their respective
kilns.

A "CALL DOWN" IN FRENCH.

I met her one stormy eve,
On Seventh street, Terre Haute;
To see her home I did conceive,
But she said, // y a ks outre."

972?

•
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BACTERIOLOGICAL PURIFICATION
OF WATER SUPPLIES BY MEANS
OF THE SAND FILTER.
J. R. M, TAGGART, '95,

Until about 1870 the generally
accepted idea of fermentation
and putrefaction was that some
organic substances while undergoing deqomposition were capable of producing changes and decay in the ocner organic substances in contact
with them. Liebig explained the alcoholic fermentation of sugar as a result of a process of decomposition in the dead yeast, having no conception of living and growing yeast cells. So long as
this theory was held, of course, the amount of
organic matter in a water was considered of prime
importance in determining its fitness for drinking
purposes, since the greater the quantity of such
decaying matter present, the greater was the danger of causing putrefactive and other injurious
changes in the digestive organs with which the
Water came in contact.
This theory was overthrown by Pasteur, who
showed that putrefaction and fermentation were
due to living organisms and that some, probably
all, zymotic diseases were also caused by living
organisms.
This discovery of Pasteur's very much lessened
the importance of the determination of organic
matter in drinking waters, it being no longer considered as necessarily harmful itself, only.serving
as a possible indication of living organisms. The
value of a knowledge of the living organisms in
drinking water was also greatly increased by the
indisputable proof furnished by medical men that

some zymotic diseases were communicated through
drinking-water.
While the great mass of living organisms in a
water may have no harmful effect on the human
system, still those that do are extremely objectionable and likely to cause much trouble if present
in the source of water supply for a nu:n ber of people.
We are not yet able, at least on a commercial
scale, to separate the disease producing organisms
from those considered harmless, but we can, by
various means, reduce by 90 to 99 per cent of the
total number present in a water supply and we
have no reason to suppose it possible that we do
not get rid of as large a proportion of harmful
organisms as of the harmless ones.
It was formerly supposed that the method for
water purification that was most satisfactory in
its operation chemically would also give the best
results biologically; and, conversely, that those
processes removing little or no organic impurity
would be of little use in removing bacteria and
other minute forms of life.
The process of sand filtration was used in connection with the London water supply as early as
1839. It rendered the water clear and bright,
removing all suspended matter, but beyond this
it was considered of little value, since the chemical analysis was the principal basis on which the
water was judged, and in this respect the water
showed but very littte improvement due to filteration.
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It was not until 1885 that Koch's gelatine process of water examination was introduced into
England and applied to the London water supply
by Mr. Percy Frankland. He found that 97 to
99 per cent of the total number of bacteria present
in the unfiltered water were removed by this process of sand filtration.
Sand filtration for water supplies is now used
very largely on account of its value in freeing the
water from bacteria.
The more important factors influencing the
number of micro-organisms present in water after
passing through the sand filter are the following:
Storage capacity for the water before filtration.
Thickness of fine sand in filter bed.
Rate of filtration.
Renewal of filter beds.
Where the storage capacity is great the water
need only be drawn from the source of supply at
favorable times. This is of particular importance
when the source of the supply is a river subject
to frequent floods. During storage much of the
suspended matter subsides, and the living organisms being shut up with a limited food supply
soon die and fall to the bottom of the reservoir.
It is found,as would be expected, that although
a thin stratum of fine sand may prevent the passage of micro-organisms, wholly or to a large extent, yet the thicker the layer of fine sand through
which the water passes, the less quickly will the
filter lose this power of removing bacteria.
The following figures, from Sir F. Bolton's
"London Water Supply," 1884, are of interest:
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or later lose their power of retaining bacteria,
hence the necessity of frequent renewal of the filter
beds.
Mr. Percy Franklin, in "Micro-organisms in
Water," 1894, says: "By means of this table the
five companies may be classified in respect to each
of the four factors in question, thus:
is
.74
ti EN
11 0.
52,

COMPANY.

cbf>7.1..a.

cp.tt

i

rd'"Z4 271

1

Chelsea
W. Middlesex
Southwark
Grand Junction ......
Lambeth

2
5
4
8

1
2
3
5
3

3
1
1
3
5

4
1
1
5

From this, the general order of merit, as regards
these factors, can be deduced by taking the average position of each company, thus:
no
sen
.7 5 a) n

COMPANY.

e
Chelsea
W. Middlesex
Southwark
Grand Junction
Lambeth

o

2.25
15
2.5
375
40

2
1
3
4
5

"From the theoretical considerations here instituted, it would be anticipated therefore, that,
dealing with the same raw material, the West
Middlesex company should, on the whole, obtain
the best average result, from a biological point of
view, nd that the results obtained by the other
four companies would follow in the order of Chelsea, Southwark, Grand Junction, and Lambeth."
In putting the above statement, which was made
MORE IMPORTANT FACTORS IN MODE OF TREATMENT BY
in the year 1886, to the test of the experience
THAMES WATER COMPANIES,
gained during the whole of the three years, 1886,
1887, and 1888, over which our systematic invesREIN
Iii tigations extended, it is found that the several
T...)—
NAME OF COMPANY.
companies stood as follows:
•a 0
- .
,
4.1 b'IL
42a.
0,....,,
Average number of Micro-organisms found in
4,-. ws cui '8E2
"i'sS 0 it
, ,„. one cubic cent meter of Thames Supplies, delivga 4
i'''
S.
t o „,'0 321.
ca'a.c..2.
'.
).F.4 r
4._,..c.)
ered in London:
-1
e A

Chelsea
W. Middlesex
Southwark
Grand Junction . .
Lambeth

9.5 140.0
12.8 117.5
19.9 66.0
14 1 04.5
14.2 128.0

14.7
9.2
3.3
4.6
9.0

1.75 4 ft.6 in.
1.5
3 ft. 3 in.
1.5 I 3 ft. 0 in
1.75 2 ft.6 in.
2.00 3 ft.0 in

0 59
0.90
0.90
0.81
0.50

When the rate of filtration is increased the per
ceat of micro-organisms removed is decreased, and
vice versa. Even the best of filtering media sooner

COMPANY.

1886

-E
1887

1888
CL)ct

Chelsea
W. Middlesex
Souihwark
Grand Junction
Lambeth . . .

. . . .......

:

146
234
524
630
475

534
87
663
763
441

62 247
88 136
192 460
126 506
181 866
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"Thus the average results taken over the three
years are almost in complete harmony with theoretical anticipations, the only discrepancy being
that the Lambeth company is out of place with
regard to the Southwark and Grand Junction
companies."
"The importance of these results lies in their
proving that in the matter of sand filtration we
are no longer working in the dark, but that we
now know the factors upon which the success of
the process depends, and by attention to which
its efficiency can be maintained or increased." In
1892 Mr. Percy Franklin made a most searching
investigation into the process of sand filtration,
as practiced by the several London water companies, the performance of the individual filter
beds especially having been made the subject of
investigation.
The results of this investigation in each particular set of filters examined are very interesting
but too lengthy to be presented here, but the results may be briefly summarized as follows:
(1.) The reduction in the number of suspended
micro-organisms during storage is very large.
(2.) Out of 61 samples collected at the several
works only one sample gave more than 100 colonies per cubic centimeter, while the average was
twenty-nine.
(3.) The uniformity of the filtered waters from
a bacteriological point of view is shown from the
following, the number indicating the bacteria per
cubic centimetre:
New River
13
Chelsea
17
East London
18
W. Middlesex
25
Lambeth
27
Southwark
35
Grand Junction
21
(4.) No evidence was discovered of the efficiency
of the filter beds being reduced through prolonged
use. It was found that a new bed required two
or three days to acquire normal efficiency.
(5.) The small number of bacteria found in the
filtered water and the fact that this number bears
no relation to the number in the unfiltered water

strongly indicates that the bacteria found in the
filtered water are due to post-filtration sources.
The sand filter is used at the present time for
the purification of nearly all the water supplies in
England used for dietetic purposes. It is very
generally used in this country now and should be
used everywhere as it performs its work very perfectly and at slight cost.
The experimental investigations of the Massachusetts State Board of Health for 1888-90 are
very interesting as showing the remarkable effect
of chemical precipitation on the bacterial contents
of water and sewage.
In the table given below are the results of experiments showing the relative efficiency of several chemicals in purifying the same sample of
sewage. In this series the chemicals were employed under the circumstances found most favorable in previous experiments, the actual amounts
used were selected so as to be of the same pecuniary value as that of the lime used in the first sample. The quantity of each chemical used, as given
in the table, is for one million gallons of sewage.
The cost is in cents per inhabitant, annually, calculated on the assumption that each individual
produces daily 100 gallons of sewage.
a
.a

Original Sewage
. .. .
Ditto, after settling 1 hour. . .
Effluent with 1,800 pounds lime . . . . . . . .
copperas
and
700
1,000
lbs.
lbs.
Effluent with
lime
Effluent with 270 pounds ferric oxide
Effluent with 850 pounds alum
Effluent with 380 pounds ferric oxide
Effluent with 870 pounds alum

.
30
30
30
30
40
40

0gr;
f!,
ti;
C)
9
k:t4
25,840
10,920
1,911
18,044
2,047
2,475
1,980
1,800

38
92
91
93
93

To those interested in methods and results of
purification of water supplies, Percy Frankland's
Micro-organisms in water and the reports of the
Massachusetts State Board of Health,1888-90, are •
especially interesting sources of information.
CARE OF SAL AMMONIAC BATTERIES.
The porous cup Leclauche, containing crushed
coke and black oxide of manganese; the Leclauche
prism, having two manganese impregnated prisms
strapped to the carbon plate; the Law battery, the
LaClede, and all cells having zinc in a sal ammo-
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niae solution, and either carbon with manganese
or plain carbon,are included under the above head.
The enemies of this general type of batteries
are short circuits, constant drain caused by small
grounds on their wiring, carelessness in setting up,
and poor quality of materials.
For some reason even a plain carbon sal ammoniac cell will not give a good current after a prolonged short circuit although the solution be
changed, unless the carbon is well soaked in clean
water and dried.
Any sal ammoniac battery that has endured a
prolonged short circuit had better have a new
carbon. Usually, unless the cell has been short
circuited for several days, nothing unusual will
be noticed in the appearance of the cell.
In the case of a continuous small drain on the
battery, caused by small grounds on the wiring
connected to the battery, the trouble will be indicated by hard, clear "dodecahedral" (if Dr. Noyse
don't care) crystals on the zinc and carbon. When
a carbon has these crystals it is dead unless soaked,
etc. After setting up an open circuit battery, the
circuits should be carefully "tasted out" with the
tongue to assure the absence of these small leaks.
In the setting up, cleaning, and replenishing of
sal ammoniac batteries, a great deal of careless
work is done with resulting poor service. If a
battery is set up as follows, it should ring a door
bell or other light work,for about one year without attention, provided the evaporation is not too
great:
Four or five oz. white sal ammoniac (avoid that
that has a pink tinge) to enough water to fourfifths fill jar with zinc and carbon in. See that all
the salt is dissolved and well stirred up so that it
is all of same density. Wipe jar perfectly dry all
over, and inside down to water line, and then
wipe jar inside and over the paraffine ring with a
greasy rag. Wipe upper part of zinc and carbon
with greasy rag. Put zinc and carbon into solution without splashing,—all this to avoid starting
creeping salts. If the battery is to be used on a
heavier class of service, as telephone or medical
work, use eight to twelve oz. sal ammoniac, and
attend to the drying and greasing more carefully,
as the denser solution is more apt to creep.
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In selecting a. battery see that the carbon is of
a very coarse grain; the hollow cylindrical corrugated carbons with rolled square zinc rods give
excellent service on bell work and similar light
class of service.
For telephone work, the porous cup with manganese is about all that will hold up under the
severe service.
For electric gas lighting, which is very hard
service owing to the frequent short circuits caused
by the automatics or ratchets failing to release—
"hanging up"—it is probably best to install a
very cheap carbon and renew both carbons and
solution after each short circuit.
The writer has never seen an automatic cut out,
for saving batteries from short circuit, that was of
any value. The so-called "electric gauges" for
testing batteries are of little use in everyday work,
as an experienced workman can better judge a
battery by testing the strength of the current,
cell by cell.
BUCKNER SPEED,'94.
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR LABORATORY
EXPERIMENTS.
If a platinum wire of several ohms resistance
be immersed in acidulated water and a current
sent through it sufficient to cause a drop of several
volts, gases will be evolved from the wire in considerable quantities near the two ends, less in the
middle. Points to be noticed are whether there
is any part of the wire that gives off no gas, thus
approximating the voltage limit for decomposition
of water.
If a polished wire of good copper be immersed
in a solution of sulphate of copper and a current
sent through it, examine for point of demarkation
between loss and gain.
Examine carefully by a number of trials with
different wires whether the line of demarkation is
at the middle of the wire,and account for displacement if there be any. Send a common alternating current through the wire and examine. Do
the same with a very high frequency current.
Put two thin flasks filled with mercury or concentrated sulphuric acid within a few inches of
each other in a solution of sulphate of copper.
Establish a cliff, of potential between these flasks
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of several thousand volts, draw off with pipette,
the liquid from around each flask, and titrate for
copper and for free acid; the suggestion arises of a
solution concentrator similar to the Edison ore
separator based on electrostatic selection of parts
of a liquid.
Account for the humming and distinct trembling of a straight wire carrying an alternating
current. The case which suggested this was an
insulation burn-out test on a number of samples
of covered wire, No. 6; the current was run up to
750 amperes. The wire was not near nor parallel
to any other wire, nor near any iron.
Notice that even a non-magnetic watch runs slow
when in a strong field, and allow for this when
speeding arc machines. The same applies to
tachometers.
What similarity is there, if any, between a
twenty-four hour service "tired out" converter
that has had its iron loss increased by long use,
and a "tired out" electro magnetic tuning fork,
such as is used in the old sympathetic telegraph
system?
What is the cause of the crystalization of the
enclosed piece of copper wire which was taken
from near the core of a burned-out Wood arc arma-

ture. This wire, No. 14 magnet, is so brittle that
it can not be bent any more than a cast zinc cylinder of the same size. The wire shows red and
crystalline at the fracture.

BUCKNER SPEED,'94.
ALUMNI NOTES.
'96—Hunt, is now attending the Mining Engineering school at Freiburg, Saxony. His address
is 1 Stollergasse II, or at the Bergakademic, Freiberg, Saxony.
'96—Liggett, who is with the Telephone Company in Louisville, Ky., writes that business is so
rushing that he hardly finds time to think.
'88—We received a letter from A. H. Moore, recently. His address is now Guethetr 70, Chariottenburg, Germany.
'88—H. D. Haring, agent for the Fort Wayne
Electrical Company, was in the city recently.
'95—E. R. Burtis has sent the Institute some
very fine specimens of Cripple Creek ore.
'92—W. A. Layman is at present situated in
San Diego, California.
'94—Dave McCulloch is attending Rush Medical
College, Chicago.

TECH Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
The Young Men's Christian Association of the is on Wednesday evening from 7 to 8 o'clock.
Institute has its headquarters at the same place The meetings always close promptly at 8 o'clock,
as last year, 927 North 7th street. Some addi- so that very little time is lost from study by those
tions have been made to the furniture in the way who attend.
of drawings by members of last year's freshman
The meetings are conducted by the students,
and sophomore classes, and the room presents a with frequent talks by members of the faculty
very neat and attractive appearance. The daily and speakers from outside. Mr. McMeans and
papers and several magazines can always be found Dr. Noyes have recently addressed the meetings.
in the room, and the members of the association Mr. Verling W. Helm, state field secretary, gave
wish it distinctly understood that the room is a splendid talk last Wednesday evening.
open every evening to all students who care to
The week of prayer for young men was observed
make use of it.
by short meetings each day at noon, in one of the
The regular weekly meeting of the association recitation rooms of the Institute.
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HOW IT HAPPENED.
On October 17, Rose students were electrified
by receiving the startling news that their representatives on the gridiron had achieved a glorious victory over Wabash College at Crawfordsville. The news was so startling indeed that it
was met with expressions of doubt on all sides,
and it was only after the arrival of the team that
the students were fully convinced of the truth of
the information received by telegraph but an
hour before. The way it happened was like this:
Cold, raw, windy and bleak, it was an ideally
perfect football day, of the kind to send the
blood pulsing through the men's veins at a rate
only equaled by the speed and vigor of their
play, and putting a snap into their movements
such as has not been seen •here for years. The
preliminary practice was short and spirited and
at two o'clock precisely the two teams lined up
for play.
Rose won the toss and Lufkin chose the west
goal, thereby obtaining the advantage of the
wind. Ristine kicked off beautifully to Hellweg, who caught the ball and advanced it five
yards. Rose then alternated on end and line
plays and succeeded in advancing the ball to
within thirty-five yards of the Wabash goal, only
losing the ball twice while so doing, Wabash be-

ing unable to gain ground with the ball in her
possession. It was here that Ford made the
phenomenal run of the day. He was called between left end and tackle, broke through, was
tackled, downed and up again three times and finally succeeded in depositing the ball behind the
enemies' goal posts, seventeen minutes after the
game was called. Ristine then kicked off to
Meriwether, who fumbled but recovered and carried the ball forward nine yards. Rose soon lost
on downs and Wabash, by some fast end plays,
pushed the ball to Rose's eight yard line where
they lost the ball. In two downs, R. P. I. failed
to advance the ball the required five yards,
and it was passed to Meriwether for a kick.
He punted beautifully and with the aid of the
wind, the ball sailed nearly the entire length of
the field. Shortly after, time for the first half
was called, with the ball in Wabash's possession
near the centre of the field.
In the second half, Hellweg kicked off low to
Clauser, who carried the ball forward eight yards
before being downed. Wabash lost on downs
and R. P. I. advanced the ball to Wabash's ten
yard line when she lost it on a fumble. Ristine punted on the third down and fell on the
ball, so that they still retained possesion on the
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at the early hour of 11:30 in order that the meal
might be digested before the game was called.
This game confirmed the conclusion made after the preceeding game, which was that our interference iF3 still ragged and needs coaching more
than anything else. The line held up superbly
and has shown that it can be relied upon. Whitten did some wonderful playing. He was in all
places at once and on two occasions, at least,
saved a touchdown. Kittredge broke through
the line tackled hard. His playing was great.
Ford never failed to gain ground when called
into play, while Meriwether showed that his
punting abilities have not been overestimated.
Austin smashed the interference as he pleased
WABASH.
and made good gains around right end when he
.. Malone. carried the ball.

first down. Ford was called through right tackle
for a touch down, fourteen minutes after time for
the second half was called. Austin failed to
kick goal. Score, 10-0.
Ristine kicked off to Lufkin, who was downed
in his tracks. R. P. I. lost on downs, and Wabash forced the ball to Rose's ten yard line before losing the ball. The ball was then passed
to Meriwether, who made a fine punt in spite of
the wind, and the teams formed for a scrimmage
twenty yards into Wabash's territory. Ristine
punted again, but Rose soon obtained possession
of the ball and when time was called, it was
on Wabash's fifteen yard line, R. P. I.'s ball first
down. The line-up:
ROSE T FA.H.

R E
Hellweg
Lippincott.
R T
McLellan
Buchanon.
R G.
Hubbell
Rauch.
C.
Thompson
Farrell.
L G
Davis
Coen.
L T
Whitten
Mull.
L E
Austin
Sullivan, Capt.
Q B. .
Lufkin, Capt
Clauser.
R. II. B
Ford
Reed.
L. H B
Kittredge
Ristine.
F B
Meriwether
Substitutes—Rose: Lansden, jumper. Wabash:
Dogue, Williams, Smith. Umpire, Mead, R. P. I.
Referee, Prof. Ewing, Wabash. Timekeepers, Haney,
R. P. I. and Saltzgaher, Wabash. Time of halves, 25
and 20 minutes. Score, R. P. I., 10; Wabash, 0.

The treatment accorded the Rose men was of
the best. _ It is true that between the halves, the
R. P. I. team was frozen out, the only place of
refuge, the museum, being occupied by the Wabash players. With this one exception, no complaint can be made to the treatment received
both on and off the field.
The vigor with which the men played was astonishing, and they were only saved from being
winded by timely happenings, called "accidents"
by precedent, which gave them a three minutes
breathing spell each time. No one received any
serious injury.
In the morning, the men whiled away the
time by calling on young ladies or in viewing
the immense political parade. Dinner was eaten

THE FOOTBALL SITUATION.
Contrary to the experience in former years, an
advance in the season witnesses a proportional
falling off in the work of the football team. This
is largely due to the failure of the management to
secure games far enough in advance to be counted
upon, and, as a result, the team finds itself with
no scheduled game before it and with only a faint
possibility of a game with the Normals. This is
a very unsatisfactory state of affairs. The eleven
will positively not come out for practice when
there is no game in sight, and the manager is
equally loth to arrange a game when there is no
team in sight. Since Rose had no authority to
enter into the schedule arranged last year between
the Indiana colleges,she must depend upon vacant
dates which the other colleges may have, and as
these colleges have all dates fil4ed there are no
prospects of meeting them this season. A chance
was offered to play either DePauw or University
of Indiana on the 24th but the absence of several
of the men and the disability of a few more made
it impossible to arrange a game and hence, what
will probably prove to be the last chance of the
season was not seized. Unless Rose can enter
into the schedule with the other colleges the term
preceding the football season, she must expect to
be entirely dependent upon them for games and
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must submissively await the opportunities to
meet them.
T. II. II. S. VS. R. P. I.
The game played on the 24th of October was
chiefly interesting from the fact that the team
representing Rose was composed almost entirely
of substitutes and members of the second eleven.
Only six of the regular team were in the city on
the day of the game, and of these six but four
were in condition to play. The excursion to
Louisville was the cause of drawing the men out
of town, and it also served to lessen the interest
of those who remained.
The game was called at 3:15. Rose won the toss
and chose the south goal. Franklin kicked on
the ground to Whitten, who carried the ball forward 4 yards. Rose then advanced the ball by
end plays rapidly toward the south goal, only
losing the ball once on downs. When within a
yard of the goal line, Lansden was sent through
left tackle for a touchdown. Lansden failed at
goal. Time, 11 minutes.
Franklin kicked off to Lansden, who advanced
9 yards. As before, Rose easily forced the ball
down the field by end plays, and 20 seconds before the end of the half Lansden was pushed over
the line for a touchdown. Score—R. P. I., 10;
T. H. H. S., 0.
Franklin kicked off to Lufkin. The ball was
carried to R. P. I.'s 40 yard line, when time for
the first half was called.
In the second half Hellweg kicked off to Franklin, who carried the ball forward 6 yards. H. S.
bucked the line repeatedly and made several good
gains through the centre. Rose was unable to
obtain possession of the ball except on one occasion, and then she lost on downs. The play was
slow but hard, H. S. concentrating all their efforts
on bucking the line. But little ground was gained,
however, and at the call of time the ball was
about at the centre of the field in the High School's
possession, the score remaining the same as at the
end of the first half. The line up:
ROSE.

Hellweg
Pfleging.
Mead

T. H. II. S.

R. E.
R. T.
R. G

Nicholson
Levet
McGraw

•
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McClosky
Keyes
.0
Brown
Davis
L G
Glenn
L T
Whitten
Whitlock
Jumper.
L E
Crampton
Lufkin
Q. B
Lyons
R. H. B.
Meyer.
Williams
L. H B.
Stone.
Franklin
F B.
Lansden
Substitutes—R. P. I., Kidder; T. H. H. S., Craver.
Umpire—J. Crawford.
Referee—Rypinski,'97.
Linesmen—Kidder and Craver.
Timekeeper—Phi11ips, '99.
Two 20 minute halves.

-A small admission fee was charged in order to
pay the expenses of the game. The crowd was
not a large one, but they made up in enthusiasm
what they lacked in numbers. The High School
furnished a majority of the spectators, there being
but very few Rose men on the campus—a fact to
be regretted.
Rose made most of her gains around the ends,
as it was not necessary to plug the line to advance
the ball five yards. There was very little resistance in the first half, but in the second the High
School braced up and made a very strong fight.
The Rose linemen endeavored to break through
their opponents' front, rather than to stop the
centre plays, and this may account for the many
gains made through the line. The substitute
backs- showed up very well, Stone, particularly,
making some good gains around right end.
MEETINGS OF ATHLETIC DIRECTORS
A special meeting of the athletic directors was
called for Wednesday night, October 14, at 705
North Seventh, to consider important business
and all the directors responded excepting Lansden,'98. The meeting was not held at the office
of Doctor Mees,owing to his absence from the city,
but the business transacted was submitted for his
approval upon his return.
The election of football manager first took place,
and acting manager, Hellweg,'97, was voted to
continue with the work. An assistant manager,
Edwards,'99, was appointed by the board to look
after the interests of the second eleven, to get the
men out to practice and also to assist the manager
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in other directions should his help be required.
Shaver,'97, was elected as athletic manager and
also as chairman of the following committee on
track athletics and field sports: Hubbell, '98,
Froehlich,'99, and Pfleging, '00. A committee
was then appointed to inquire into the matter of
a training table and to obtain estimates of its possibilities and probable cost. It consists of Rypinski, '97, chairman; Hubbell, '98, and Davis, '99.
A tennis committee was next appointed. The
members are: Am,'97, Brachmann,'98, McLellan,
'99, Appleton, '00, with Professor Hathaway as
advisory chairman. There was some desultory
talk over the advisability of working for state field
day next spring and also some suggestions in regard to basket and hand ball, but no definite
plans were adopted, it being considered too early
in the season for formal action in these matters.
The meeting then adjourned until the first Saturday in November—the 7th. At noon of this day
the directors met in Doctor Mees' office, but no
business of importance was transacted. It was
decided to set a time limit for the payment of
dues as the use of apparatus by those who had not
yet joined the association was becoming so general that immediate action was thought to be necessary to prevent it. After the expiration of this
time limit the ruling in regard to the use by nonmembers of apparatus belonging to the association
will be strictly enforced.
It was decided that all contests held in the
gymnasium should take place under the management of the association, as some system of supervision will certainly be needed during the winter
when basket ball games will be of daily occurence.
No more business coming before the board, the
meeting was adjourned until the first Friday in
December.

PAY YOUR DUES.
Some confusion of ideas exists in regard to the
exact relationship between the Athletic Association and the gymnasium classes, and it may be
wise at this period to carefully explain the conditions.
In the first place, students who pay their dues
in order to join the gymnasium classes, obtain all

the privileges of the gymnasium proper. In addition to receiving class instruction, they are allowed free access to the gymnasium at all times,
they have full right to the use of all apparatus
pertaining to it, they may enter into any basket
ball and handball contests and they are accorded
the use of baths and dressing rooms.
A membership in the Athletic Association includes all of the above with the single exception
of class instruction, and in addition the use of
boxing gloves, jumping and kicking standards,
vaulting poles, football, baseball, tennis courts,
track, hurdles, shot and hammer,and all apparatus pertaining to outdoor athletic sports.
It is evident that the inducements for joining
the association are manifold and should be sufficient to persuade every student to become a member. The association is laboring under some disadvantages at present, owing to the opening of
the gymnasium,as a sort of rivalry exists between
the classes and the association, and until time
finally adjusts their relations and smooths out all
difficulties, the united co-operation of the students
will be needed to prevent bankruptcy. Moreover,
it is the duty of every member of the Institute to
assist this student organization in its efforts to
make athletic sports what they should be. There
have been complaints heard regarding the few
games which are played on our campus, but certainly without financial backing it is, to say the
least, inadvisable to plunge the association deeply
into debt, with no prospects of getting out again
in any reasonable length of time. Support financially is not all that the students should contribute. Assistance in football practice, presence at
all games played on the campus, a liberal supply
of enthusiasm and a general interestedness are all
potent factors of success and until these are furnished by the students, athletics will languish.
At most colleges, a subscription list is usually
circulated and all men are expected to subscribe
in addition to their regular payment of association dues, but up to the present time, it has not
been found necessary to introduce this practice at
Rose, and an immediate payment of dues will
obviate all necessity for it.
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If the situation is not soon improved, the spring
term will find the association sadly handicapped
by a lack of funds, and it will be out of the question to consider any large undertaking, such as
the obtaining of field day. Interest yourself in
the matter and pay your dues.
U. OF I. VS. R. P. I.
The second game of the inter-collegiate series
was played with the University of Indianapolis
on the campus, Saturday afternoon, October 31st,
resulting in a:victory for the visitors by the score
of 12-6. The time for the game was set at 2:30,
and promptly at that hour the ball was put in
play.
Rose won the toss and chose the south goal,thus
having the wind in her favor. Fulkenson kicked
off to Hubbell, who advanced the ball four yards
before being downed. Rose lost the ball on downs
and U. of I. then made steady gains, only losing
the ball once before sending Fulkenson through
the line for the first touchdown of the game, nine
minutes after time was called. Loop failed at goal.
U. of I., 4; Rose, 0.
Hellweg kicked off to Parker, who was downed
after gaining two yards. U. of I. gained considerable ground through the line and around
the ends, until Rose held and secured the ball on
downs. On the third down Meriwether punted
30 yards, and U. of I. soon losing the ball, Rose
played a winning game, and after 23 minutes of
play Ford was sent through left tackle for a touchdown. Austin kicked goal easily. U. of I., 4;
Rose,6.
Fulkenson kicked off to Hubbell, who fumbled,
and Hellweg fell on the ball. Rose forced the ball
to the centre of the field, when time for the first
half was called.
In the second half, U. of I. braced up and Rose
went to pieces. Gains were made both through
the Rose line and around the left end, and in 6
minutes, by a long run around left end, Hester
scored the second touchdown for U. of I. Loop
failed at goal. U. of I., 8; Rose, 6.
Hellweg kicked off to Freeman,who was downed
without gaining a yard. U. of I. punted time and
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again, and after 13 minutes Hester again ran the
left end for a touchdown;though Whitten tackled
him before placing the ball between the goal posts.
Loop again failed at goal, and the score was: U.
of I., 12; Rose, 6.
Rose then took a brace, and for the remainder
of the game more than held her own. When time
was called the ball was in Rose's possession on U.
of L's territory, first down.
The line up was as follows:
Hellweg
R. E
Freeman
Hubbell
R. T
Loop
Davis
R. G.
Kettenback
Thompson
C
Harper
Rypinski
L G
Kingsberry
Whitten.
L T
Lister
Austin
L E
Parker
Lufkin
Q B.
Roberts
Ford
R H. B
'fester
Kittredge
L. H. B.
Moore
Meriwether, Lansden
F. B.
Fulkenson
Substitutes—Rose, Jumper, Pfleging, McLellan; U. of
I., Gavin, Fisher, Allen.
Umpire—Mr. Jamison, Y. M. C. A.
Referee—Coach Flint, U. of I.
Timekeeper—Instructor Ifarris.
Linesmen—Jumper and Fisher.
Time of halves, 25 minutes.

The visiting team arrived over the Big Four at
1:35 P.M. It was expected that they would come
in over the Vandalia at 10:50 A.M., but examinations in the medical department made this impossible, and, therefore, on arriving in the city
they were at once conveyed to the campus. There
was plenty of time after the game to catch the return train at 5 P. M., supper being obtained enroute.
There were a few humorous incidences connected with the game. One was when Hubbell
was obliged to take out time on account of swallowing a bit of chewing wax which refused to go
all the way down. A drink of water soon remedied
that difficulty and the game immediately proceeded.
In the first half, Moore was running with the
ball, and his trousers were nearly torn off by Hellweg, who only got a good hold of them with one
hand in tackling. The game was delayed while
Moore hastily changed clothes with one of the
substitutes.
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The playing of Rose in the first half was of a
kind to inspire great enthusiasm, but in the second half it was ragged in the extreme. Whether
this was due to over-confidence or insufficient
training, it showed at least that the men didn't
pull together. The interference at all times was
abominable,and it was next to impossible to make
any considerable gains around the ends. Line
bucking has so far this season proven to be Rose's
strong point, and unless a radical improvement
in mining interference is soon shown, entire dependence will have to be placed on the centre
plays. For Rose, Ford and Meriwether did fine
work behind the line, and in tackling, Lufkin,
Austin and Hubbell showed up in great style.
For the visitors, Parker at left end, and Hester at
right half, played most brilliantly, but their line
men had more than they could handle in the
Rose rushers.
The U. of I. men outweighed the home team at
least 20 pounds on the average, but this weight
had little effect in centre plays.
U. of I. did considerable holding, and was several times penalized for so doing. A number of
their long end runs may be laid to the fact that
the umpire failed to notice the holding in every
instance.
A good sized crowd was out to see the game,
but of by no means sufficient size to pay the expenses of the game. What Rose men were out
gave the team great support with their yells, but
hardly more than one-half of the students witnessed the game.
A wire fence was erected about the grounds the
day previous, and it proved very efficacious in
keeping the crowd off the field, no trouble at all
being encountered in this respect.

Racks for wands and dumb bells have also been
erected and the interior of the gymnasium now
looks ready for business.
Regular class work is in full blast. The students are entering into the work with a great deal
of energy and that benefit will be derived cannot
be doubted.
For the evening classes the gymnasium is
lighted by two arc lamps run in series on the
shop circuit. They were hung by some of the
Seniors under the direction of Mr. Place and are
.•
only temporary makeshifts.

FOOTBALL ELSEWHERE.
In the East, Princeton is winning as she pleases.
She has defeated West Point, La Fayette, Cornell,
Harvard and Carlisle and will undoubtedly be
champion this year.
The Carlisle Indians are doing some remarkable playing, having held Harvard down to four
points and practically tied Yale. They suffered
their worst defeats from Princeton and Pennsylvania which may appear strange in view of the
fact that the latter University was defeated by
LaFayette college by a large score.
In the Central West, Ann Arbor,•Wisconsin
and Northwestern are winning all the games.
Chicago is playing in hard luck, and will probably lose to Ann Arbor on the 26th. Ames college is playing good ball and will be able to claim
the championship of Iowa at the end of the season,
Grinnell having suffered defeat at her hands but
recently. Some-of the more recent scores are:
18 Brown
6
Yale
Princeton
12 Harvard
0
42 Grinnell
Ames
0
Wisconsin .
. 24 Chicago
0
. 6 Minnesota
4
Ann Arbor .
GYMNASIUM NOTES.
4
Northwesteni
. 10 Illinois
Boundary lines for hand and basket ball have Princeton. .
0
. 37 Cornell
been painted on the gymnasium floor and every- Yale
2
16 West Point
thing is now ready for these games.
6
18 Brown
Yale
40 Worcester Tech
.0
A horizontal vaulting bar is one of the most Amherst
.
6
Pennsylvania
.
.
•
•
.4
the
gymnasium
La
Fayette
.
.
to
additions
equipment.
recent
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AUTOMATIC GRIP RELEASE FOR
CABLE RAILWAYS.
W. G. DAVIS, '99.

If you have ever ridden in a cable car which
crossed another cable, doubtless you wondered at
the arrangement and mechanism, a few feet below
the street level, which enables two crossing cable
roads to be successfully operated. Now to look
into the matter a little- —it's natural to suppose
that one cable must go under the other, and since
crossing does not interfere with the operation of
the upper cable, we will consider only the lower
rope. Of course the manner of crossing is essentially the same for all cable roads, but different

1 and 2, are intended to give one an idea of the
shape and construction of the release. The main
body of piece is of brass, and 18 inches long over
all, the block of cast steel, trigger shaft of steel,
and the trigger and trigger arm of wrought iron.
The inner faces of the brass casting are smoothly
filed, as are also the faces of the block which comes
in Contact with it, making a snug fit, but with
such play as to allow it to slide freely the whole
length; the shaft is roughly turned and near middle is filed square, making it impossible for the

Pos 7teoet.c.

F/6
TRIGGER ARM

companies
.
generally have their pet schemes, and
one embodied in an automatic device used by the
"Columbia Railway," of Washington, D. C., (as
well as by other roads), where it crosses the
"Washington & Georgetown Railway," is so neat
that a few words in reference to it and its manner
of operation may be of interest.
The device under ordinary conditions is not an
aid in crossing, but is only a means of preventing
an accident should the gripman be careless or
otherwise. The accompanying drawings, Figures

trigger, squared to fit, to turn except with the
shaft. The shaft is secured as to lateral motion
by a cotter. The release is situated a few inches
below the floor of the car and in about the center
of the grip-hatch. A and B are attached, by a
rod and chain, to the shaft of grip wheel at either
end of car, which is operated by gripman. The
grip is made of a series of vertical steel plates,
every other one of which is bolted to a cross piece
of soft steel (these plates can slide up or down);
the remaining plates are similarly bolted together,
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but secured as to vertical motion. We thus have however, refer to Figures 3 and 4. Supposing the
the jaws of the grip, the cable passing between the cables to cross at right angles, the upper cable will
cross pieces of soft steel made slightly concave to be represented by the points M and N; the other
offer more surface. The movable plates of grip cable guided by the depression wheels passes under.
are attached to the block, directly above, by a Now to cross with the car, the gripman gets up
yoke and bolt passing through a hole in the block. full speed, and just before he gets to the offset in
FIG 2
T

_

.- BLOCK
R0St 71C.mmc

Now that we have all the parts with which we
are directly concerned at present, let us see what
would happen if the grip is put on, with the trigger of the release set. Say the car is going in the
direction A B, the grip wheel is turned and this
tightens on the release in the direction A B; next
in turn, the trigger not allowing the block to slide,
the movable plates of grip are raised and the two
cross pieces of steel are thus pressed on either side

1/6.3

the grip rail, as shown in Figure 3, he opens wide
the grip, allowing it to leave the rope to one side
and follow the grip rail. Thus the grip clears the
depression wheels and the other cable, the car
passing over by reason of its momentum. On the
other side, the grip, following offset, meets the
the cable as it left it and the crossing is made.
Now to show the work of the grip release. T in
Fiere 4 represents a trip firmly fixed to, and projecting at right angles to the conduit or trench
along which the cable passes. TO the trigger arm
of release is attached a rod which passes through
a spring, the spring keeping the trigger in position; this rod is bent at right angles at lower end
and is of such length as to just meet the trip di-

176.4. ON-)A.

Rosi7icem,
e,

rectly below, Figure 4. Now if for any reason the
cable was not released before the grip reached the
offset, the rod attached to trigger arm would hit
of the cable until the friction there is greater than the trip passing under it, thus drawing the rod
that between the car and rail; then the car moves. down; this releases the trigger, and the moment
Now to let go of the cable is simply to reverse the it is released the stress in the parts established by
grip wheel; the release retreats, the yoke relieved the grip wheel causes the block to slide the length
of the strain allows the jaws of grip to part and of the opening, thus allowing the grip to open
the car can be stopped, if necessary, by the wheel and the car to pass over as before. When on the
break. We thus see that ordinarily the release is other side, the grip wheel is reversed until the body
ineffective, simply transmitting motion to the of release retreats and the trigger catches; then it
movable plates of grip. But now let us consider is in the same position as before, and all that is
the case of the car crossing another cable. First, necessary to proceed is to again pick up the rope.
7ose7EcHiwc
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GOETHE'S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA.
Metrical translations are sometimes indulged in
by the language classes. The object is to make
difficult .the choice of words, and so compel that
search for words and study of words that is so
beneficial in getting control of the language. The
finished product of such an exercise is not always
by any means artistic, but the by-product has
been generally successful.
The following is such a translation in hexameter from Goethe's "Hermann and Dorothea."
This might be called a composite translation.
The class was divided into five parts, and each
part then given about eight lines; that made five
translations of each set of lines. These were then
compared and the best selected. Mr. Hubbell edited the selections.
The passage chosen for translation is from the
Second Canto.
IIermann, his father the tavern keeper, and his
mother, together with the village pastor,and their
mutual friend and neighbor the apothecary, are
sitting in the cool court yard of the village inn.
They are drinking wine after the good old German
fashion and talking about some unfortunate exiles
whom political reverses had driven from their
homes. The shrewd old neighbor has just delivered himself of some rather selfish remarks concerning the advantages of single-blessedness in
times of danger. Hermann replies with a burst of
righteous indignation and youthful enthusiasm,
kindled perhaps by the beautiful young exile he
had just seen. His mother takes his part by relating the story of her courtship.
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At the edge of the city the fire began. and it speeded
Rapidly through the street creating it's draught as it
travelled.
Burned were the storehouses filled with the garnered
grain so precious.
Through the streets to the market the fire came with
destruction
Burning the home of my father and this one standing
beside it;
Little remained uninjured. Guarding the boxes and
bedding
Sat I the sorrowful night through, before the town on
the meadow.
Finally sleep o'ercame me. When the coolness of
morning,
Mat which comes before dawn, woke me then I saw
chimneys and hollow
Walls and burning houses. Wounded my heart was,
but just then
Rose the sun and put courage into my weary and
troubled
Breast. And hastily rising I went to look at the ruins.
Childish was still my mood, and I wanted to rescue the
chickens
While I was walking about the courtyards and desolate
houses,
Seeing all ruined and waste our dwelling which yet was
smoking.
You came from over the way and were searching about
in the rubbish,
For your horse had been burned and now 1.ty covered
with ashes.
Thus we were standing sad and thoughtful gazing at
one another
Crumbled and fallen lay the wall that had parted our
courtyard.
Taking me by the hand at last you said,"My dear Lizzie
Why are you here? Go back, for you are burning
your slippers,
Scorched are my heavier boots for very hot is the rubbish."
Then you picked me up and carried me through the
THE STORY.
But at once the good mother began,and rapidly speaking
courtyard,
Said, indeed you are right, we parents set the example. Through the arch which stands yet, alone remaining
uninjured.
Joyful was not the day on which we chose one another,
Rather the saddest of hours it was that bound us to- Setting me down you kissed me though I tried to pregether.
vent you,
Monday morning it happened a day I remember exactly And upon that you addressed me with words full of
For on the day before we had that terrible fire
meaning,
Leaving our beautiful city almost wholly in ashes
"Look! the house is ruined; then stay and help me
Twenty years ago it was. Just such a day as this one
rebuild it,
Hot and dry the season and water was scarce in the vil- After that I will gladly help your father to build his."
lage.
Yet I did not understand you until to my father
All the people were strolling dressed in festive app trel Came your mother. Then soon was celebrated the
Scattered among the parks loitering 'round the country.
marriage.
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HALLOWE'EN.
Such of the inhabitants of Locust street as were
awake about 12 o'clock on the night of the 31st,
were surprised at the appearance of the large
number of ghosts, who seemed,for a time, to have
taken possession of the street. They moved in
the direction of Thirteenth street, accompanied by
a number of men, and about half an hour later
returned from that direction, and proceeded to
traverse a number of other streets, spending most
of their time upon Sixth street, and being encountered there by a number of Rose students,
all of whom were greeted by name. By this time,
though, the number of spooks had increased,
while the number of men with them had decreased in the same ratio. Upon investigation
the band was found to consist of the members of
the class of '98, who had just been to the Institute to celebrate the opyortunity offered by
Hallowe'en, to leave a record of themselves behind, according to the established custom of preceding Junior classes.
The record consists, this time, of a plate of
bronze, sunk into the vestibule just before the
main entrance of the building. The plate is
about two feet square and occupies the space of
four tiles, which were taken up for its accommodation; it was placed in position about half past
six in the evening,a man having been hired to do
the setting. The class was present, almost to a
man, although five of them had taken part in
the football game in the afternoon and might
have been expected to prefer remaining at
home to running the risk of a "scrap" with the
Sophomores, who have demonstrated the fact that
they can put up a pretty good fight. However,
they were not molested, as '99, after several meet-

ings, decided that it was not their place to interfere with the Junior class. When it was found
that there would be no opposition to their putting in the plate, and they had seen the work begun, they returned to their homes to await the
coming of midnight, when they were to meet and
hold appropriate ceremonies over the plate.
What these ceremonies were it is impossible to
say, for not one of the participants will talk of
them. It is known that one or more whiskey
bottles were broken over the plate, but it is not
known whether the contents of the bottles were
consumed first or whether they were spilled on
the plate. While the proceedings were going on
Professor Peddle took a flash-light photograph of
the class, which is to be preserved from all eyes
until the Modulus is issued.
The presence of the ghosts on Locust street and
about the town is accounted for by the fact that
each member of the class had either donned his
night shirt upon leaving home at midnight, or
carried it under his arm and put it on by the
time the ceremonies began.
RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE— CLASS
OF'97, R. P.1.
WHEREAS, Mr. Herbert Westfall has suffered
the loss of his sister, Miss Cora Westfall, we, the
members of the class of '97, wish to express such
feelings of sympathy as may come from friends
and classmates; be it, therefore,
Resolved, That we tender to him and the bereaved family our most sincere expressions of condolence; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
furnished to THE ROSE TECHNIC and the city
papers.

There are meters of accent,
There are meters of tone;
But the best of all meters
Is to meet her alone.—Ex.

COMMITTEE.
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LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
We wish our readers to patronize those who
patronize us.
BICYCLES.

Dayton Bicycle, W. D. Morris & Co., agents.
Richmond Bicycles.
CANDIES.

Baur's Pharmacy.
I. V. Preston.
Chas. White.
DRUGS.

Baur's Pharmacy.
FURNISHERS AND TAILORS.

Engle, The Tailor.
Schluer & Foulkes.
Thorman & Schloss.
Tune Bros.
L. B. Root & Co.
Goodman & Hirschler.
FLORISTS.

Hunt, The Florist.
LAUNDRIES.

Columbian.
Hunter.
New Method.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MUSIC.

W. H. Paige.
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Eppert & Son.
A. A. LeClear.
D. H. Wright.
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UNCLASSIFIED.

Hulman & Co., Dauntless Coffee.
Cleveland Forge and Iron Co.
George Ehrenhardt, Barber.
Eimer & Amend, Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus.
Chas. Mayer & Co., Football and Gym.Supplies.
A. J. Stott, Book—Indiana Football.
Vandalia—Pennsylvania Line.
Oskar Duenweg, Dancing Academy.
Roberts wants to know how linear feet are
measured.
Wiley,'98, spent a few days last month at his
home, in Paris, Ill.
Election returns were received over the Polytechnic telegraph line.
Fletcher, '98, was laid up with malarial fever
the first of the month.
Heard in the Senior language class, "Supposing, for instance, you take, say, etc."
A number of the boys went to their respective
homes to cast their first vote.
Pierson, Am and Shaver very royally entertained a number of the Seniors on Hallowe'en.
A Freshman says that Bryan must have a splendid physique to enable him to work so hard.
In the drawing room: "Professor, what is the
diameter of the radius of that screw?" Platter.
The football team disbanded on the thirteenth,
so that the game with DePauw for Thanksgiving
is off.

STATIONERY AND ENGRAVING.

Baur's Pharmacy.
Duncan & Co.
Dreka.
Wright,Kay & Co.

A rather ancient looking person inquired at the
chemical laboratory for an "X ray." He was referred to Dr. Mees.
Crebs, 99,is assisting Mr. McMeans in the gym-
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nasium in giving instruction to the Sophomores
and Freshmen.
One of the Sophs in chemistry asked Professor
Noyes if the moisture in coal could be removed
by squeezing it.
Some of the boys attended a comic opera, given
at Paris, III., last Friday evening. Kessler,'97,
took an active part in the chorus.
The Freshmen have been asked by the faculty
to erase all marks left by them Hallowe'en. "They
who dance must pay the fiddler."
One of the '97 Mechanicals in designing a stuffing box says he used for a model the mouth of
the draughtsman sitting opposite him.
Ford was asked why he didn't speak with a
broader accent, coming from the south, and answered,"When in Rome you do as Roamers do."
Several of the boys went to Henderson, Kentucky with the sound money club. Schneider,'98,
stopped over in Evansville to have his eyes treated.
'00 hag at last mustered courage to organize a
football team,and,it is said, intends to challenge
'99, who, at present, hold the school championship.
One of the men when asked recently why he
was walking so slowly, said he had been playing
handball in the gymnasium and his feet were
tired. •
The pump upon which the Juniors have labored
so long has at last had steam put into it. It is
pronounced a success by all who witnessed its
action.
The telegraph line has received a lot of new
zincs and coppers. It was found necessary on
account of heavy business to increase the battery
power.
One section of the Senior class made a test of
high pressure boiler at the shop, Saturday, November 7. Readings were taken from 8 A. M. till
6. P.M.
One of the Seniors when asked what kind of a
punching machine he was designing in the Machine Design class said: "One to punch street car
tickets."

Quite a number of the boys went to Louisville
to see the sound money parade. Several of the
Louisville boys didn't get back with the train they
started on.
One of the Seniors in the Physical Laboratory
while using the microscope said, "I have an eyesight that is oh-Normal," Prof.--" I suppose you
mean it is Polytechnic."
An enquiring '97 engineer, wants to know why
it wouldn't be a good thing to have a second furnace in the smoke box of a locomotive to burn .
the unconsumed gases there.
Dr. Noyes—"If any one wishes to read up on
the subject more fully you will find a good account in one of the volumes that was destroyed
when the laboratory burned last fall."
A Senior given to free silver ideas tried for five
minutes the other evening to dry his feet with a
towel while standing on the wet floor of the
shower bath room in the gymnasium.
McM.—"Put a little more point on that cone,
Jumper, it looks as if it was melted."
Jumper (to Davis)—"Don't you wish you could
make a drawing as warm as that?"
The Athletic Association's vaulting pole is found
to be the correct thing for untangling the telephone wires between the shop and the Physical
Laboratory and it is constantly used for that purpose.
Witherspoon,'00, finds it convenient at times
to enter his room during the night by climbing
over the front porch. Whether it is on account
of the novelty of it, or from a desire of variety,
it is impossible to say.
The Freshmen had the usual pot of red paint
with them on Hallowe'en, as the residents of
North Seventh street can testify, for the initials,
R. P. I., '00, occur at a number of places on the
sidewalks of that thoroughfare.
Subscription blanks are soon to be distributed
among the students for the purpose of ascertaining
the number of copies of the Modulus that will be
taken in the school. We hope that every one will
immediately fill out the blank for several copies.
Professor Faurot was discussing the gender of
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the German word for butter, saying that in different districts it was used in different genders,
masculine, feminine and neuter, when Kidder
asked if the gender varied with the strength of
the article.
Some one says that we are making history these
(lay. The R. P. I. team defeated Wabash on October 17th, and on the day following a certain
Rose Tech club on North Seventh was favored by
a visit from a handsome young lady, who graced
the table with her presence during the evening
meal.
The Machine Design room has been newly furnished with drawing tables. They were designed by the students and made at the shops.
Each table has a place for two drawing boards
and is equipped with two lockers in which drawing instruments, T-squares and books may be
kept.
Howell,'99, thinks it is better to keep his coat
on during recitations now, for he recently took it
off during a heated discussion in one of the professors' rooms and it came up missing. He found
it after a two days' search crowded in behind the
steam radiator, much to the amusement of the
professor.
Quite a discussion arose in the Freshman class
in mathematics not long ago, as to whether more
corn can grow on the side of a hill than on level
ground. Helmer claims that the corn grows perpendicular to the hillside, while York, denying
this says it will take more plowing for a given
amount of corn.
Appleton,'00, was singing "Tell Them That You
Saw Me," the other evening, after having retired,
when Schwed also turned in and shoved his pedal
extremities against Appleton's legs with the following result: Appleton,—"Just whisper, if you
get a chance, to mother, dear,and say'—take those
cold feet off my legs, or I'll bounce you out of bed
in a hurry."
The wire stretched around the football field
caught its first victim on the morning of the 31st
of October. A Freshman was speeding around
the track on his wheel and was neatly thrown
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when he came in contact with the wire. With
the exceptions of a bent fork and bruised shins
no damage was done.
The Seniors were making some experiments
recently down stairs in the Mechanical Laboratory. The Juniors were reciting in Professor
Hathaway's room directly above, and the fact
caused the query to be raised as to what sort of a
curve Dr. Gray's earthquake recorder would give
if set going in the room above.
Handball seems to have taken a firm hold
upon the hearts of a number of the students, for
there is nearly always some one using the court
out of school hours. Professor Hathaway has applied some of the tricks of the tennis court to
serving, with good success. Professor McCormick
also seems to enjoy the game a great deal. Howell
and Davis seem to be about as good at it as any
other two of the students.
A new plan has been followed in the distribution of the shop work of the Sophomore class this
year. Instead of the men taking turns in the
machine shop, blacksmith shop, foundry and
boiler room as formerly, the class is divided up
into sections and each section goes into a different department and stays there until the year's
work in that department is concluded. Thus,
Sec. B is in the machine shop and will be there
until the 19th of January, while Sec. A is divided
into two squads, one going to blacksmith shop
and the other to foundry.
The Juniors had thought for many a day,
To see if they couldn't devise a way
Of leaving behind them a memory dear,
Quite significant of their past career.
Finally they met in a secret place,
And set to work in discussing the case.
Many were the schemes and plans brought out;
Many were the opinions good and stout.
Harry B. Stilz proposed that then and there,
They should all get out and tear their hair,
And in the town to paint the fences green,
Where pickets were close with no space between.
Next rose Austin, now of the eleven,
Once noted member of Ninety-seven;
"Now,boys, I'm in for anything," said he,
"But somehow victuals would kinder suit me."
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Thus many were the plans proposed by all ;'.
And as none suited they were doomed to fall.
Finally Tom Fletcher jumped in the breach,
And told of a plan which was in their reach.

Said he, as he drawled with an accent fine,
"A large copper plate I'll try to design,
In the center of which shall be 9-8,
As our graduation comes in that date."
"Good!"cried Hubbell, standing up on his seat,
"Whoop" shouted the rest, springing to their feet.
Adopted," callud Whitten, beating tattoo,
"Guard this as secret I caution all you."
'Tis Hallowe'en, and up the street there come
A number of Juniors silent and mum.
( Under his coat each huge a length of hose,
Which is just as far as his courage goes).
They vault the fence and proceed as to school,
But halt when they have reached the vestibule.

Next week Monday morning comes bleak and clear.
What did the student see? What did he hear?
He saw that morning when he came to school,
A change in the floor of the vestibule.

Some of the marble blocks had strayed away,
And in their place the copper plate did lay,
And the student heard just within the door,
How it all happened two nights before.
When the Juniors had placed their memory down,
They went to forage in the country 'round,
They gathered up night garments, caps and hair,
All of which they then proceeded to wear—
To the gathering 'round their dear old plate
Which"Milicent" christened"The '98."
Then as grotesque shapes which were wont to scare,
The Juniors had their pictures taken there.
Rah! for the Juniors, they're a jolly crowd,
Though often noisy, they are not too loud.
Long may they live, and with some small renown,
May each win respect in his natiwe town.
—Helen.

THE FRESHMAN'S THANKSGIVING, OR HOW THE TURKEY WAS GOBBLED.
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Yale spent $54,000 on athletics last year.
The Freshman class at Cornell numbers 500.
A good way to find a girl out, is to call when
she isn't in.
The University of Michigan has over 2,700 students enrolled.
A new chapel, costing $100,000,is to be erected
at Wellesley.
Golf tournaments have been started amongst
the eastern colleges.
Michigan has more graduates in Congress than
any other university.—Ex.
Leland Stanford University this year offers a
course in Practical Politics.—Ex.
An intercollegiate basketball schedule will
probably be arranged between some of the eastern
colleges.
Fourteen athletes won crowns at the Olympic
games this year. Eleven of the winners were
Americans.
The University of Paris, which was founded in
the thirteenth century, has now registered over
nine thousand students.
The total donations by gift or will to the colleges and universities in this country since Jan.
1, 1896, have amounted to $4,075,750.
Never boast of your genealogy. Even if you
succeed in tracing it back to Adam and Eve, you
can't find any record of their marriage.
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Tents are to be erected on the campus at the
University of California on account of the scarcity
of other room for the meeting of classes.—Ex.
The income of the University of Chicago for the
coming year is expected to reach $603,000. The
faculty contains at present 157 members.—Ex.
Helen Kellar, blind, deaf, scentless, tasteless,
has passed the Harvard examinations with credit.
She will enter at a younger age than most freshmen.
One of the requirements of a man seeking college honors at Amherst, is, that his college expenses during the past year shall not have exceeded
$500.—Ex.
Professor—"Give an illustration of the law that
heat expands and cold contracts."
Sophomore—"The days are long in summer and
short in winter."
"Take away woman," shouted the orator,"and
what would follow?"
"We would," shouted a man at the back of the
audience, promptly.—Ex.
Yale University has recently purchased the library of Rudolph von Gneist, the noted German
jurist and publicist. The collection contains about
10,000 volumes and pamphlets.
No college in all England publishes a college
paper. This is another illustration of the superior energy of America, where about 200 colleges
publish periodic journals.—Coup D'Etat.
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Two Chinese girls who came to America three
years ago, hardly knowing a word of English,
stood the highest in the recent medical examination at the University at Michigan.—Ex.
A new computation of the population of the
globe has recently been made by the French statistician, P. D'Ampreville. He estimates that
now the world's total population is 1,480,000,000.
A New York father who has a son in Yale at
an annual expense of $1,200, fears that he will be
obliged to say with Aaron,"Behold I have thrown
gold into the fire, and there has come out this
calf."—Ex. The increase of colleges in America during the
last hundred years has been marvelous. Before
the breaking out of the revolutionary war, nine
were in existence, and now the total number is
451.— Wabash.
There are two things a student must learn when
he enters the university. First, that he doesn't
know anything, and then he must set to work to
learn how to make people believe he does.—M. S.
U. Independent
A college professor once chalked on his notice
board in college, "The professor is unable to meet
his classes to-morrow." A waggish student removed the "c," leaving "lasses." When the professor returned, he noticed the new rendering.

Equal to the occasion, he quietly rubbed out the
"1," and the notice read,"The professor is unable
to meet his asses to-morrow."—High School Times.
A certain University instructor came near being
arrested recently as a counterfeiter for trying to
induce a Champaign merchant to accept a one
dollar bill of the new issue in payment for a glass
of soda water. It was the first one of them the
merchant had ever seen.—Illini.
Two gentlemen,a Frenchman and an Irishman,
were discussing the nationality of one of their
friends whom the Frenchman claimed to be
French because he was born in France. "Shure,"
said Pat,"and if a cat had kittens in an oven,
would you call them biscuit?"—The Owl.
One of our exchanges has this unique ending to
an account of a football game:
P. S.—For a full report read this over four and
and one half times, and multiply the score by
same.
The report ended with a score of 16 to 0.
Mark Twain once characterized the German as
"that horrid German language." Mark would be
all the more of that opininion were he an electric
engineer and had to say 910oinatirthr9)3i otio
olgteeplattrubIilitiorridgung" when he wished
to speak of a "cut-out" in the language of the
Rhine.—Er.
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